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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

where they work. At the same time, customer
expectations are growing, and technology is

The workplace is rapidly changing, driven by an

accelerating the pace of business. To keep pace

evolving workforce and the changing nature of

with all these changes, you need to transform your

work. Today’s workforce is quad-generational,

workplace. The businesses that are not focusing

composed of individuals with different values,

on future of work risk falling behind and becoming

motivations, and workstyles. Work is becoming

irrelevant, especially in today’s intensely

more unstructured and agility is key. Employees

competitive environment. This is true for

increasingly demand flexibility in how, when, and

companies of all sizes, everywhere in the world.

Future of Work is about transforming...

“Future of Work
is top of mind for
today’s
organizations
– 84% of
surveyed
respondents said
they were
actively investing
in future of work
initiatives.”
– Cisco FFD Workplace Maturity Survey 2020
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Trends Transforming the Workplace

evolving. Today’s talent is a multi-generational
mosaic of Baby Boomers, Gen-Xers, Millennials,

What’s behind these changes? Technology is

and Gen Z individuals. All of them have different

playing a huge role in driving change, but there’s

motivations, values and workstyles. It’s up to

much more than that. Let’s explore some of the

businesses to keep those employees engaged, so

top trends that are shaping the future of work.

they can be satisfied with their work and
empowered to succeed. That means creating a

An Evolving Workforce

work environment that’s aligned to their workstyle,

“Millennials will
make up 75% of
the workforce by
2025.”

with plenty of flexibility and choices. For example,
The foundation of any company is its people. In

tech-savvy Gen Z employees are generally more

dynamic business environments, it’s important to

comfortable connecting and collaborating online

remember that a workforce is not set in stone, but

and remotely, compared to older professionals

a diverse mix of individuals that’s constantly

who value face time.

– EY1

The Nature of Work is Changing

and increase their supply of talent, whether it’s
onsite or remote. Freelance and contract workers

We’re not only seeing new types of workers, but

win, too, because they can take advantage of

new ways of doing work. The days of employees

schedule and location flexibility, coupled with

working for decades for one company are long

autonomy and better work-life balance. To support

gone. The “gig economy” is on the rise, and we’re

these dynamic teams, you need to empower

seeing an explosion of contract employees,

employees with integrated tools across workflows

freelancers, and other short-term professional

and optimize their experience with innovative

engagements. Business agility is the name of the

workspaces.

game, and companies move fast and stay flexible

“91% of
millennials expect
to stay in a job for
less then three
years.”

“36% of U.S.
workers are now
involved in the
gig economy,
working as
contractors or
freelancers.”

– Future Workplace LLC2

– Gallup3

by connecting talent to their jobs through a digital
marketplace. They can quickly scale their
workplace up or down as needed, to reduce costs

Flexibility is Top of Mind

grow in the workforce, they’re bringing more
spontaneous, informal approaches to collaboration

More than ever, work is not a place you go, but a

with them. Huddle spaces are becoming

thing you do. Not so long ago, most employees

increasingly popular. These informal, easy to use,

worked from a physical office, with a specific place

and highly flexible spaces are perfect for agile,

to sit and most of their resources in reach. Then a

fast-paced employees. In today’s talent-driven

mobility revolution happened, unshackling people

labor market, offering employees plenty of

from their desks. People expect to stay productive

flexibility in where and how they work is key to

anywhere, in the office, on the road, from home, or

attracting and maintaining the best people.

in a coworking environment. And as millennials

“Coworking
spaces are
growing at an
annual growth
rate of 16%”
– Small Business Labs4

Technology Disruption
New technologies are having a big impact on
processes and tasks at every level of the
workplace. Innovations like artificial intelligence (AI)
and virtual and augmented reality (AR) are
increasingly automating manual, time-consuming
jobs, and freeing up employees to work smarter
and faster. AI and machines can assist humans,
working together with them in the same space.
And AR can overlay valuable information onto a
user’s real-world view, to take applications like

“41% of
organizations use
cognitive and AI
technologies
within their
workforce.”

vehicle and aerospace design to a new level.
– Deloitte5

“75% of
consumers are
more likely to
purchase from a
company who
knows their name
and purchase
history, and
recommends
products based
on their
preferences.”
– Accenture6

Growing Customer Expectations

customer insights based on rich analytics, so they
can proactively deliver an individualized

The digital economy has provided people with

experience. To stand out from the competition,

more choices than ever, and it’s dramatically

your enterprise needs to be customer-centric

changing customer expectations. Today’s

every minute of every day, with uninterrupted

consumers value hyper-personalization. They want

workflows to serve people better. Every interaction

products and services that are tailored specifically

with your consumers should feel seamless,

for them — and anticipate their needs. That’s

frictionless, and effortless.

putting more pressure on companies to build
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To Compete Tomorrow,
You Need to Transform Today

To Compete Tomorrow,You Need to Transform Today
Companies across every industry know that they need to transform their workplace to achieve outcomes like:

Despite all the powerful communication tools that

workstyles and the workforce is often globally

your workplace, you must build a strategy around

have emerged in recent years, in many ways

dispersed, employing disparate technologies and

engaging people who have different workstyles,

people are more disconnected from one another

multiple applications. Today’s average user has 34

who work in different workspaces, and who are

and their work than ever. People have different

different applications. To successfully transform

part of the integrated workflow.
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A Blueprint for Future of Work
Future of Work is about transforming...

Workstyle
By creating a work environment for the quad-generational workforce with different workstyles to coexist and be better engaged

Workspace
By enabling seamless collaboration across experiences and business processes

Workflow
By merging physical and virtual work environments to adapt to various workstyles, enabling innovation
and speed

...using a cognitive, secure, and insights-driven collaboration platform that fosters human relationships, enhances customer interactions, and builds high
performance teams across boundaries to make smarter, faster decisions.

Workstyle
The way we work is changing. We are moving away from the traditional way of working and becoming more mobile and agile. All different workstyles should be able
to support this new way of working.

To enable these workstyles to work in a more agile way, you need:

Workspace

freedom to move effortlessly between both worlds.

equipped with the right technology. Nowadays,

Employees want to collaborate in a conference

employees also want to socialize with other

Employees are always on the move, hopping

room, a small huddle space, from their desk, or

employees in different geographic locations using

between physical and virtual environments many

sitting in a coffee shop. They want to concentrate

collaboration.

times a day. We can help you give them the

at their desks and learn at learning centers

To enable all these different workspaces, you need:

Workflows
Collaboration shouldn’t be an add-on or an afterthought. It should be second nature, embedded deeply into your business processes.

To enable workflows, you need to:
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Putting Compelling Outcomes in Reach

Putting Compelling Outcomes in Reach
Successful initiatives around future of work using a cognitive, secure, and insightful collaboration platform helps your employees be more engaged and productive,
helps you win the war for talent, provides a rich customer experience, and optimizes real estate and reduces costs.

“Highly engaged
business units
achieve 10%
higher customer
metrics and 20%
higher sales.”
A More Engaged, More Productive
Workforce

employees be more productive. It gives them the
secure access to the people, information, and
resources they need, however and wherever they

Engaged employees are the ones that show up for

are working. And it helps you create a more

more than just a paycheck. They work because

collaborative organization overall, where every

they believe in your business and want to

individual is connected to the right business

contribute all they can, to help it succeed and

processes natively, across workstreams. When you

grow. Aligning your workspaces to every

empower people to do their best work, they’ll be

individual’s work style and work activity helps

more engaged and satisfied.

– Gallup7

Delivering a Superior Customer and
Agent Experience
Delivering a personalized, delightful customer
experience is key to staying competitive. In a
marketplace with more choices than ever, people
will choose — and stay with — the company that
delivers proactive, personalized service. And when
you transform the workplace, you also transform
workstreams to support intelligent, more proactive
customer journeys. Delivering the right product or
service, to the right customer, at the right time, is
the best way to improve NPS and CSAT scores.

“By 2020,
customers are
going to make
their buying
decisions based
on customer
experience – not
product, not
price.”
– Shipearly8

“By 2020,
organizations that
support a
'choose your
own
workstyle' culture
will boost
employee
retention rates by
more than 10%.”
– iOffice9

Win the War for Talent
To build a workforce that can succeed in the digital
economy, you need to focus on attracting the best
people — and keeping them productive and fully
engaged once they come aboard. According to
Deloitte, talent acquisition is considered important
or very important by 81 percent of survey percent
of survey participants. One of the best ways to
bring in and retain talent is by meeting the
expectations of today’s increasingly mobile
workforce. People want the flexibility to work
anytime, anywhere, on the devices they choose.
Transforming the workplace lets you deliver
the experiences people crave, tailored to their
workstyle.

“Companies with
great employee
experiences see
25% increased
profits and twice
the customer
satisfaction and
innovation.”
– Forbes10

“70% surveyed
respondents say
future of work
initiatives help in
optimizing real
estate.”

Optimize Real Estate and
Drive Sustainability

spaces and other collaborative environments.
Efficiently using and closing spaces that is rarely

It’s not news that real estate is at a premium.

used helps in reducing carbon footprint and

Physical space is limited, so you have to make the

making businesses more sustainable. Products

most of it, using strategies like dynamic workspace

created with ecofriendly plastic also helps to

allocation. A future of work initiative can position

create a sustainable business which is very

you to take advantage of all the rich data that your

important for the environment.

employees generate, so you can leverage it for
new efficiencies and cost savings. Support
workplace analytics by tracking meeting and
conference room usage, to maximize availability of
spaces. Utilize real estate more efficiently so

– Cisco FFD Workplace Maturity Survey 2020

while giving employees improved access to huddle

you’re not paying for space that’s rarely occupied.
And modernize your office environments to
optimize lighting, power, and cooling expenses,

Conclusion
You can’t stop the pace of change in business, so you must transform your workplace to keep up with
its new demands. An effective technology partner can work with you to help you transform your
workplace with a cognitive/AI, secure, insights-driven collaboration platform. They can show you how to
blend a rich variety of workstyles, workspaces, and workflows seamlessly together, so you can
strengthen employee engagement and help them stay productive. It’s time to meet the future of work
head on, forging a path toward sustained success and growth.
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